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a b s t r a c t

On the numerous small and medium-sized Greek islands one may encounter several thousands of remote
consumers unable to appreciate a direct electricity utility supply. For this purpose, remote consumers
usually cover their electricity needs based on the operation of small diesel-generator sets. On the other
hand, most of these areas appreciate high quality solar potential that comprises a stimulus for the use of
stand-alone photovoltaic (PV)-based configurations. In this context, the primary objective of the present
study is to determine the optimum dimensions of a stand-alone PV-diesel system, under the restriction of
minimum long-term electricity generation cost, and accordingly obtain a comparison with diesel-only
systems. For this purpose, the developed methodology is applied to a representative Greek island, with
results obtained being rather encouraging for the implementation of the proposed solution.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction of solar energy with wind power may also be investigated [13–15],
Autonomous photovoltaic (PV) systems comprise a rather inter-
esting energy solution that comes with certain environmental ben-
efits for all types of remote consumers, including even entire rural
areas [1–6]. On the other hand, remote consumers are usually
based on the operation of diesel engine generators that although
not comprising capital intensive solutions, do imply considerable
fuel consumption. In this context, on the numerous small and med-
ium-sized islands of the Greek region, one may encounter several
thousands of remote consumers unable to appreciate a direct elec-
tricity utility supply, this often leading -as already mentioned-to
the use of small diesel electrical generator sets, or rather seldom
to the use of stand-alone wind-based configurations [7] in case
of appreciable wind potential.

On the other hand, all these islands are located in regions with
abundant solar potential [8–10] that may support the operation of
PV-based stand-alone systems as well (see also Fig. 1). Acknowl-
edging the fact that unless the local solar potential is of very high
quality, considerable storage capacity should be expected for a
PV-battery system, an effort is currently undertaken in order to
investigate the alternative of a hybrid solution, that may combine
the advantages of these two extreme solutions (i.e. PV-battery and
diesel-only), in case of course that significant wind potential is
absent [11,12]. Contrariwise, it should be pointed out that in case
of relatively appreciable wind potential encountered, combination
ll rights reserved.

: +30 210 5381467.
with complementarity between the local solar and wind potential
being of primary importance for the system sizing [16,17]. How-
ever, in an attempt to minimize oil dependence on one hand and
battery capacity requirements on the other, the idea of creating a
combined PV-battery-diesel hybrid system [18] that is destined
to serve remote consumers living in areas of medium to med-
ium–high quality solar potential is currently investigated.

In this context, the main aim of the specific study is the deter-
mination of the appropriate size of a stand-alone PV-battery-diesel
configuration -that is used for the satisfaction of the annual energy
demand of a typical isolated consumer-taking into account the cri-
terion of minimum long-term electricity generation cost [19]. For
this to be achieved, an analytical cost-benefit model developed
by the authors is used so as to evaluate the long-term financial per-
formance of such a system, while accordingly the developed meth-
odology is applied to a representative Greek island region of
medium–high solar potential (i.e. Zakinthos, see also Fig. 1).

2. Problem description and proposed solution

2.1. Description of the proposed configuration

The problem to be solved in the current paper is first to deter-
mine optimum PV-based hybrid configurations based on the crite-
rion of minimum long-term electricity generation cost and
secondly to obtain a direct comparison of these configurations with
the respective diesel-only solution. In this context, a typical hybrid
PV-battery-diesel system able to meet the electricity needs of a re-
mote consumer (Fig. 2) consists of (Fig. 3):
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Nomenclature

b cost coefficient of major electronic devices (€/kW)
ce electricity production cost (€/kW h)
cf fuel oil price (€/kg)
Cn total operational cost of the system after – n years of

operation (€)
DODL maximum depth of discharge
ef annual escalation rate of fuel oil
Et annual energy demand (MW h)
f balance of the plant cost coefficient
FCn fixed maintenance and operation cost (€)
gk price inflation of major system components
gm annual inflation rate of maintenance and operation
ho hours of energy autonomy (h)
i return on investment index
ICbat battery bank initial investment cost (€)
ICd diesel engine initial investment cost (€)
ICel electronic devices’ initial investment cost (€)
ICo system initial investment cost (€)
ICPV PV panels’ initial investment cost (€)
ko index of major installation components requiring

replacement
lk times of replacement of major system components
m coefficient of fixed maintenance and operation cost
Mf annual quantity of oil used (kg)
Mfmax maximum annual quantity of oil used (kg)
n service period of the installation (years)
N+ maximum power output of each PV panel (W)
nb service period of the battery bank (years)
Nc rated power of the charge controller (kW)

Nd rated power of the diesel engine (kW)
nd service period of the diesel engine (years)
ne service period of the electronic devices (years)
Ninv rated power of the inverter (kW)
nk lifetime of a major system component (years)
Nout power output of the PV generator (kW)
NL load demand of the remote consumer (kW)
Np peak load demand of the remote consumer (kW)
NPV net present value (€)
p mean annual escalation rate of electricity price
Pr specific buy cost of PV panels (€/kW)
Qmax maximum battery storage capacity (Ah)
Qmin minimum battery storage capacity (Ah)
rk replacement cost coefficient of a major system compo-

nent
Ub battery voltage operation (Volts)
UCC charging voltage of the charge controller (Volts)
VCn variable maintenance and operation cost (€)
Yn residual value of the investment (€)
z number of PV panels
c state subsidy of the initial investment cost
f coefficient of scale economies for PV panels
k cost coefficient of major electronic devices (€/kW)
n cost coefficient of the battery bank (€/kW)
qk technology improvement coefficient of major compo-

nents
s cost coefficient of major electronic devices
u specific buy cost of the diesel engine (€/kW)
x cost coefficient of the battery bank
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� A PV system that comprises of a number of panels ‘‘z’’ that are
properly connected so as to satisfy the operational characteris-
tics of the charge controller (each panel determined by a peak
power of ‘‘N+’’).
� A lead acid battery bank used to store the amounts of PV energy

production that cannot be directly exploited by the consump-
tion and to provide a back-up when PV production is not ade-
quate to meet the demand. The battery bank is determined by
the hours of autonomy ‘‘ho’’ or equivalently the respective total
capacity ‘‘Qmax’’, its voltage of operation ‘‘Ub’’, and finally its
maximum depth of discharge ‘‘DODL’’ or equivalently its maxi-
mum discharge capacity ‘‘Qmin’’. Note that the specific type
comprises the most mature battery technology with long oper-
ating experience in stand-alone systems, thus ensuring maxi-
mum reliability concerning the energy storage component of
the installation [20].
� A charge controller (DC/DC) with a rated power ‘‘Nc’’ and a

charging voltage ‘‘UCC’’.
� An inverter (DC/AC) with a maximum power ‘‘Ninv’’ that should

consider both the currently appearing peak load demand ‘‘Np’’
(based on the use of a typical electricity demand profile of a
remote consumer) and any future load increase to be expected.
� A small-scale internal combustion engine with a rated power

‘‘Nd’’ (kW) that may ensure satisfaction of the peak load demand
‘‘Np’’ including also a safety margin (e.g. plus 30%) and which
may operate on the basis of consuming either part or the entire
amount of a predefined oil quantity ‘‘Mf’’ that ranges from
Mf = 0 kg/year to Mf = Mfmax. In this context, note that ‘‘Mfmax’’
corresponds to the scenario of the diesel-only solution, i.e.
when the entire energy demand is covered by a diesel-engine.

Hence, as it may accrue, there are two resulting extreme cases,
i.e. either a diesel-only system or a stand-alone PV-battery system
with zero diesel–oil contribution. Subsequently, it should be noted
that all configurations examined should be able to cover both the
annual energy needs (Et = 4.73MW h) and the appearing peak de-
mand (increased so as to face any future increase of loads
(Np = 3.5 kW)) of the typical remote consumer currently examined
without load rejections [21] during an entire year period.

2.2. Description of the developed algorithm

To confront similar problems and produce energy autono-
mous PV-based hybrid configurations, a computational algorithm
‘‘PHOTOV-DIESEL III’’ has been developed [18] as an extension of
the already presented ‘‘PHOTOV-III’’ numerical code [22] (Fig. 4).
The algorithm is used for simulating the operation of the PV-
diesel hybrid system each time examined and carry out the
necessary parametrical analysis on an hourly energy produc-
tion-demand basis.

In this context, three are the governing parameters involved in
the calculation algorithm, i.e. the installed power of the PV panels
employed (or the number of panels utilized ‘‘z’’, considering also that
each panel is determined by a maximum power output of
N+ = 51 Wp), the available quantity of diesel oil for the entire year
‘‘Mf’’ and finally, the storage capacity of the lead acid batteries uti-
lized ‘‘Qmax’’.

More specifically, by using a certain value for the diesel quan-
tity ‘‘Mf’’ and a certain range of values for the number of PV panels
‘‘z’’ and the battery capacity ‘‘Qmax’’, the ‘‘PHOTOV-DIESEL III’’ algo-
rithm is executed for each of the possible ‘‘z’’–‘‘Qmax’’ pairs (based
on the respective steps selected), for the entire time period inves-
tigated (currently one year), on an hourly time step. During the
execution of the algorithm, emphasis is given on the satisfaction
of the load throughout the year (i.e. zero-load rejection is consid-
ered), while following the execution of the algorithm, an energy



Fig. 1. Wind and solar potential map of Greece.
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Fig. 2. Load demand profile of a typical remote consumer.

Fig. 3. Typical PV-battery-diesel hybrid system.
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autonomous curve comprising of (z–Q⁄) pairs is produced, corre-
sponding to a specific diesel–oil quantity ‘‘Mf’’ previously selected.
What should be underlined is that every pair of (z–Q⁄) implies
100% energy autonomy offered by the stand-alone hybrid system
to the remote consumer each time investigated, using at the same
time a quantity of diesel–oil that cannot exceed the respective
maximum available ‘‘Mf’’ that has already been defined. Accord-
ingly, by applying a certain optimization criterion (currently being
the minimum long-term operational cost) to all the (z–Q⁄) combi-
nations comprising an energy autonomy curve, the optimum con-
figuration may be designated.

More analytically, the ‘‘PHOTOV-DIESEL III’’ algorithm com-
prises of the following main steps:

i. For every value of ‘‘Mf’’ investigated, a value of ‘‘z’’ panels is
selected.

ii. Accordingly, for every value of ‘‘Mf’’ investigated, a value of
‘‘Qmax’’ is also selected.

iii. For every time point of the time period investigated (on
the basis of a specific time step) the output power of
the PV system ‘‘Nout’’ is calculated, considering the solar
radiation of that time (Fig. 5) [23], along with the respec-
tive ambient temperature and the operational features of
the PV panels on the basis of the corresponding curves
adopted (see also Fig. 6).

iv. The calculated power output of the PV system is then compared
with the respective load demand ‘‘NL’’ of the remote consumer
(see also Fig. 2), considering also any energy transformation
losses. In the case that energy surplus occurs (i.e. when the
energy output ‘‘Nout’’ including losses is higher than the load
demand ‘‘NL’’), this is stored to the battery bank and then a
new time point is examined (i.e. the algorithm proceeds to step
vi). Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to step (v).

v. If energy deficit appears (i.e. when the energy output ‘‘Nout’’
including losses is lower than the load demand ‘‘NL’’), then
this is covered by the energy stores of the battery bank, pro-
vided of course that the battery is not near its minimum
capacity (Q > Qmin). In that case, the algorithm proceeds to
step (vi). Otherwise, if the battery is practically empty
(Q 6 Qmin), then the load demand is covered by the diesel-
electric generator and the algorithm proceeds to step (vi).
Finally, in case that the available diesel–oil quantity has
already been consumed, battery capacity is increased and
the algorithm is again executed, starting from step (ii).



Fig. 4. The PHOTOV-DIESEL III numerical algorithm.
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Annual Variation of Solar Energy at the Horizontal Plane 
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Fig. 5. Solar potential at the island of Zakinthos.

Kyocera LA361-K51S Panel (51Wp) Operation Curves 
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vi. If the algorithm completes the analysis of the time period
investigated, then it proceeds to step (i), increasing the num-
ber of PV panels (z), otherwise it proceeds to step (iii).

3. Estimation of the long term electricity production cost

The present value of the entire investment cost of a hybrid PV-
diesel power system (after-n years of operation) shall take into ac-
count [24] the initial investment cost as well as the respective
maintenance and operation (M&O) cost, considering at the same
time the residual value of the investment, with all above men-
tioned quantities being expressed in present (constant) values. In
this context, as already analyzed in previous works [25], the initial
investment cost ‘‘ICo’’ takes into account the market (ex-works)
price of the system main components (i.e. PV-panels, ‘‘ICPV’’; bat-
tery, ‘‘ICbat’’; diesel-electric generator, ‘‘ICd’’ and electronic devices
‘‘ICel’’, including inverter and charge controller cost) as well as the
balance of the plant cost, expressed as a fraction ‘‘f’’ of the PV pan-
els’ market price. As a result, one may write:

ICo ¼ ICPV þ ICd þ ICbat þ ICelec þ f � ICPV ð1Þ

Using the market analysis data [24], Eq. (1) finally reads:

ICo ¼ f � Pr � z � Nþ � ð1þ f Þ þ n � Q 1�x
max þ / � Nd þ k � N1�s

p þ b � ðz � NþÞ
ð2Þ

where ‘‘f’’ is a function of ‘‘z’’ (i.e. f = f(z)), expressing the scale econ-
omies for increased number of PV panels utilized. In the present
case (z � 100), ‘‘f’’ is taken equal to one. Subsequently ‘‘Pr’’ is the
specific buy-cost [26–28] of a PV panel (generally Pr = Pr(z � N+)) ex-
pressed in €/k Wp, while ‘‘u’’ is the respective diesel generator cost
(250 €/kW). Additionally, the parameters ‘‘k’’ (483 €/kW), ‘‘s’’
(0.083) and ‘‘b’’ (380 €/kW) are used for the determination of the
major electronic devices’ cost, being normally a function of the
appearing peak load demand of the consumer (e.g. for the inverter)
and the rated power of the PV modules (e.g. for the charge control-
ler) respectively, while the parameters ‘‘n’’ and ‘‘x’’ describe the bat-
tery bank purchase cost (5.04 €/Ah and 0.078 respectively).

Furthermore, during the long-term operation of the system one
may divide the M&O cost [24] into the respective fixed ‘‘FCn’’ and
variable ‘‘VCn’’ M&O cost. More precisely, the fixed M&O cost is
currently also considering the cost of fuel consumed by the die-
sel-electric generator, while it must be noted that normally the an-
nual fixed M&O cost is expressed as a fraction ‘‘m’’ of the initial
capital invested (e.g. 1.5%), further including an annual inflation
rate equal to ‘‘gm’’ (e.g. 2%). In fact, this inflation rate is used so
as to describe the annual changes of both labor costs and spare
parts of the system, taking also into account the need for lubri-
cants. Subsequently, the fuel consumption cost results by the an-
nual diesel–oil quantity consumed ‘‘Mf’’, the current fuel price
‘‘cf’’ (1.1 €/kg) and the oil price annual escalation rate ‘‘ef’’ (e.g.
5%). Thus one gets:

FCn ¼ m � ICo � ð1þ gmÞ � ð1þ iÞn �
1� ð1þgmÞn

ð1þiÞn

h i
ði� gmÞ

þ cf �Mf � ð1þ ef Þ � ð1þ iÞn �
1� ð1þef Þn

ð1þiÞn

h i
ði� ef Þ

ð3Þ

where ‘‘i’’ corresponds to the return on investment index (e.g. 8%).
Furthermore, the variable M&O cost ‘‘VCn’’ is configured by the
replacement of ‘‘ko’’ system major parts, which have a shorter ser-
vice period ‘‘nk’’ than the one of the entire installation. Using the
symbol ‘‘rk’’ for the replacement cost coefficient of each ‘‘ko’’ major
part (battery, diesel-electric generator, inverter, charger, etc.) the
‘‘VCn’’ term can be expressed as:

VCn ¼ ICo �
Xk¼ko

k¼1

rk �
Xl¼lk

l¼1

½ð1þ gkÞ � ð1� qkÞ�
l�nk � ð1þ iÞð�l�nkÞ

( )
; ð4Þ

where ‘‘lk’’ is the integer part of ½ðn� 1Þ=nk�, while ‘‘gk’’ and ‘‘qk’’ de-
scribe the mean annual change of the price and the corresponding
technological improvement level for the k-th major component of
the system. In the present analysis one may take into account the
diesel-electric generator, the battery bank and the inverter and
charger replacement every ‘‘nd’’ ‘‘nb’’ and ‘‘ne’’ years respectively
(e.g. nd � 4�6, nb � 5�7 and ne � 10 years). By applying the above
set of equations, taking also into account that the hybrid PV-diesel
system currently proposed has a service period of ‘‘n’’ years, the cor-
responding total operational cost ‘‘Cn’’ of the installation may be
estimated, using both the initial cost and the fixed and variable
M&O cost, i.e.

Cn ¼ ICo � ð1� cÞ þ FCn þ VCn � Yn ð5Þ

Note also that in Eq. (5), the symbol ‘‘Yn’’ stands for the residual
value of the investment, corresponding to investment value that is
recovered at the ‘‘n-th’’ year of the system service period (e.g. value
of buildings and land, value of scrap or second hand equipment,
etc.), considering also any experience and technological know-
how gained from the system operation. Finally, symbol ‘‘c’’ is used
to introduce State subsidy provided by the Greek State (e.g. 30%-
50% of the initial investment), according to the development law
in force (e.g. 3522/2006) or the corresponding National Opera-
tional Competitiveness Program. Finally, using the analysis pre-
sented in [29] regarding estimation of the current electricity
marginal production cost ‘‘ce’’, the following equation may be ap-
plied, under the condition that the net present value ‘‘NPV’’ of



Zakinthos Island PV-Diesel Stand-Alone System
10-year Cost Analysis - Production Cost (γ=50%)
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Zakinthos Island PV-Diesel Stand-Alone System
20-year Cost Analysis - Production Cost (γ=50%)
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the investment becomes equal to the respective residual value of
the investment (NPV = Yn, where ‘‘Yn’’ may be equal to zero) after
-n years of operation, i.e.

ce ¼
Cn � ðz� 1Þ

Et � z � ðzn � 1Þ ; where z ¼ ð1þ pÞ=ð1þ iÞ ð6Þ

and ‘‘p’’ is the produced electricity mean annual escalation rate, e.g.
p = 3%. Besides, one should also bear in mind that the proposed
model also includes the diesel-only solution (i.e. ICo = u � Nd, z = 0,
Mf = Mmax) as well as the zero-diesel configuration (i.e. ICd = 0,
Mf = 0).

4. Application results

The above presented methodology is then applied to a repre-
sentative island of the Ionian Sea (on the west side of the Greek
mainland), namely Zakinthos. Zakinthos is a medium-small size is-
land that possesses medium–high solar potential (�1550 kW h/
m2 year, Fig. 5) and moderate wind speeds, hence the application
of PV-based systems is designated as the most promising electrifi-
cation solution for remote consumers. Applying the ‘‘PHOTOV-
DIESEL III’’ algorithm for a number of ‘‘Mf’’ cases and a moderate
DODL value (i.e. 50%) so as to ensure smooth operation of the bat-
tery bank along with extension of its service period, one may ob-
tain the results of Fig. 7. More precisely, in Fig. 7 one may obtain
several energy autonomy curves, each one including a number of
energy autonomous (z–Qmax) combinations and corresponding to
an annual fuel consumption ranging from Mf = 0 kg/year to
Mf = 1000 kg/year. Accordingly, by using the calculation procedure
of the previous section one may result to the estimation of the
long-term electricity generation cost ‘‘ce’’ of all the (z–Qmax) config-
urations included in Fig. 7, for 10 and 20 years of operation
respectively.

The results of the cost analysis are given in Figs. 8 and 9, includ-
ing also the electricity generation cost ‘‘ce’’ of the diesel-only solu-
tion (i.e. Mf = Mfmax), while by setting the optimization criterion of
minimum long-term electricity generation cost, optimum PV-
based hybrid energy configurations may be eventually designated.
As it may be concluded, by allowing the number of PV panels to in-
crease up to a certain point the electricity generation cost con-
stantly decreases reaching a minimum value. Further than that
point however, battery capacity required does not decrease
(Fig. 7) and thus any increase of the PV power has a direct impact
on the increase of the electricity generation cost. On the other
hand, by increasing the annual fuel consumption, the electricity
generation cost presents constant reduction up to the point that
the unnecessary increase of PV panels (i.e. when the curve heads
upwards, for z > 150) obscures any other cost component and thus
Autonomous Energy Configurations for Zakinthos Island
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the influence of the ‘‘Mf’’ parameter minimizes (Figs. 8 and 9).
Regarding the comparison between the diesel-only solution and
the proposed configuration, as it may be drawn from Figs. 8 and
9, the proposed solution is marginally cost-effective for 10 years
of operation, with results being considerably improved in the case
of 20 years.

This is better illustrated in Fig. 10, where the minimum
total-long term cost ‘‘Cn’’ configurations are given, including
also the Mf = Mfmax case. Note that although a minimum optimum
is achieved in the 10-year case for Mf = 1000 kg/year (C10�min =
26,278 € and ce10�min = 0.715 €/kW h for Qmax = 450 Ah and
z = 56) the corresponding value for the 20-year scenario drops to
Mf = 500 kg/year (C20�min = 39,203 € and ce20�min = 0.657 €/kW h
Minimum Cost Configurations Vs Diesel-Only Solution
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for Qmax = 600 Ah and z = 80), designating the increased utilization
of the PV panels’ value if the entire lifetime is considered. In fact,
with regards to the 20-year scenario, only in the case that the
PV-only solution (Mf = 0 kg/year) is adopted is the proposed system
cost-ineffective, while even if a minimum fuel consumption is ta-
ken into account, i.e. Mf = 100 kg/year, the electricity generation
cost of the proposed solution may beat the respective of the die-
sel-only option.
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, if considering the entire life service of the instal-
lation (i.e. n = 20), which may equally well extend from 20 to
30 years of operation for the PV technology, optimum size config-
urations suggesting cost-effective solutions may derive for numer-
ous remote consumers found in areas with considerable solar
potential. Furthermore, taking also into account the progress met
in the PV technology along with the gradual procurement cost
reduction, the electricity generation cost of similar PV-based hy-
brid installations may be further reduced, thus presenting a more
countable advantage over the up to now commonly adopted die-
sel-only solution. Recapitulating, an optimum sizing methodology
is currently developed for PV-based hybrid configurations, using
the criterion of minimum long-term electricity generation cost.
From the results obtained for the typical remote consumer and
the medium–high quality solar potential area investigated, it ac-
crues that by using the developed methodology one may result
to energy autonomous optimum-size configurations that may -un-
der certain conditions-beat the current electricity production cost
of diesel-only systems.
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